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Brewmac



A portable bartender for every event.

                 
Brewmac is an automated portable bar that is ideal for any venue or event. Due  to 
its modular design and compact size it definetely will become your favourite 
bartender who would be accomplishing your every drinking need whether it be a 
cocktail or a mocktail.

Brewmac allows upto 4 liquids to be poured simultaneously with an astonishing 
efficiency of more than 20 ml/second (single nozzle)

Brewmac runs on a standard household power outlet making it easy to mount it 
anywhere and is easy to access at any venue.

Brewmac’s modular design makes it one of the first compact bartending machine. 
 



Bremac supports a 6+2 valve module which can accommodate any fluid like liquor, 
syrup, juices, soda or water allowing you to choose from many recipes for your 

drink or just try out your own creation.

Brewmac comes with pre-programmed hundreds of recipes. Not enough! Then 
create and save your own recipes over cloud with brewmac inbuilt custom recipe 

feature.

Experiment Different Recipes!

Bartending made easy

Brewmac’s technology helps significantly reduce the turnaround time to pour 
drinks. Just click a button and pour what you desire from a variety of options 

available.

Brewmac’s security feature allows you to digitally lock doors to prevent any         
unauthorized access without your say.



Separate 
channel for 
each liquid.

Dispensing 
precision of  
less than

 2 ml.

Automatic 
sensing and 
notification 

system

Pour 4
liquids

simultaneously  

 

Modular 
and 

compact 
design

 

Easy to 
operate.

 6 Internal and 2 External inlets.Metallic Finish

 100s 
of 

pre-configured 
recipies. 

 
Tracks the 
quantity of 

liquors/syrups
 in each
 bottle. 



 6 Internal and 2 External inlets.

11 inch Touch control  panel 

Digitally locked doors .

RFID support



Why brewmac ?

Over 100 recipes available over 
cloud.

No wastage and spillage. 

SPACIOUS
COMPARTMENT

Empty bottle notification. 

Brewmac  saves your money by 
eliminating any spillage, over-pouring and 
liquor theft through our state of the art 
nozzle design which can pour liquid into 
any container with an impressive precision 

of less than 2ml.
 

Brewmac provides spacious compartment 
for easy bottle installation.       

Brewmac’s technology helps you to 
detect the level of liquid in each valve 
and send you notifications based on 
your requirement on your chosen 

device. 
 

Brewmac comes with a cloud support 
providing over 100 pre-programmed 
recipies and ability to add new and 
custom recipes.  

 

Spacious compartment



New and custom recipes can be 
easily added. 

Perfect and consistent drink.  Fast and parallel dispensing. 
   

Brewmac allows upto 4 liquids to be 
poured simultaneously with a flowrate 

of 20ml per/sec (approx.) 

Pour every drink with the exceptional 
precision of less than  2 ml, enjoy your 
drinks with just a push of a button.
 

Brewmac exceptional nozzle engineering 
ensures every drink poured is quality checked 
by pouring each liquid separately, eliminating 
any chance of cross contamination.
 

Brewmac allows you to add new and 
custom recipes with the help of our 

easy to use interface.
 

No cross-contamination.
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Brewmac

Model

Body material

Dimension

Net - weight

Input power supply

Bottel capacity

Control panel

Warranty 1 year*       
                                  Read the terms and conditions mentioned at the end of user’s mannual.

BM-602

300mm*680mm*700mm

Aluminium & SS 304

~ 35 Kgs    

110/220VAC    

11 inches
  

SPECIFICATION

(6+2) Bottles
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